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Welcome to the Autumn
SOFHT Focus, this is once
again crammed with
interesting articles; many
thanks to the authors for their
great contributions.
It has been a hive of activity
for the SOFHT team who have
successfully moved to our
fantastic new offices.
It is hard to believe that the
Annual Luncheon has come
around again so quickly and
the office is busy finalising
details, while the judging
has commenced for our
prestigious awards – if you
haven’t already booked
your tickets, I suggest you
do this right now to avoid
disappointment.
I wish you all a Happy, Spooky
Halloweeeeen.
Dianne Waite,
Editor SOFHT Focus
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
FIONA KIBBY, SOFHT CHAIRMAN

It has been a busy time for SOFHT! In August we moved offices to a stunning new
location near Atherstone in the Midlands. We are delighted that our new training room
is as attractive as the previous one and, thanks to the huge effort of Su and Rachel in
the office, it was up and running with our first event days after moving in. The SOFHT
diary is a full one at this time of year, with our breakfast clubs, training courses and for the first time ever we have launched
a webinar. This will be focused on new allergens legislation, ‘Natasha’s Law’, and is supported by NT Assure. Phil Dalton
will take attendees through the new legislation and what it means for our industry. Be sure to book a place. The webinar
is a precursor to our main event next February when we host an allergens conference ‘Building an Allergen Safe Culture’.
The team at SOFHT are busy preparing for our 40th Annual Lecture and Awards at The Brewery, London, and we are
expecting a lively afternoon. It is always a fantastic day for your teams and guests and I look forward to seeing members
old and new there next month.
Fiona

SOFHT's new offices

SOFHT
Training
Attendance at the training events
remains popular with the new, more
spacious training room proving a hit
with delegates. This focus will continue
through 2020 with the new courses
being added to next year’s training
prospectus focusing on risk assessment
and bringing events into the programme
directed towards NPD, SME’s and
getting new products to market.
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New Members
We are pleased to welcome the following
members to SOFHT:

Supporting Company Member
Lloyds Register
BSI
SpaceVac
Premium Individual
Denis Treacy
Doreen Campbell
Christopher G Jackson
Student

Billy Blog
Here's Billy
all ready for a
Spooktacular
Halloween.
He's hoping for
lots of doggy
treats when he
goes Trick or
Treating!

Mah Sook Yun

Food safety concerns remain over Brexit
Divergence of food safety standards
between the UK and EU remains a
major concern to the food and drink
industry as the threat of crashing out
of the EU without a deal continues to
be a possibility, despite prime minister
Boris Johnson’s attempts to rush his
deal through parliament.
While the latest developments in
the tortuous Brexit saga have seen
Johnson managing to get agreement
for a general election on 12 December
following his failure to get his
withdrawal agreement bill agreed,
opposition MPs and food industry
representatives remain concerned
about the consequences of a bad deal
or, even worse, no deal being agreed
with the EU.
Ahead of the first vote in parliament
on Johnson’s Brexit deal, Food and
Drink Federation chief executive Ian
Wright urged MPs to think carefully
and avoid a no-deal Brexit. He also
called on them to consider what the
Johnson deal meant for the longerterm prospects for food and drink, the

While no major changes, apart from
some on labelling, would be likely in
the short term, over the longer term
there are fears that divergence in food
standards could inhibit trade in food
and drink between the UK and the EU,
its main trading partner.
UK’s largest manufacturing sector,
and the four million employees in the
sector’s supply chain.

As SOFHT Focus went to press,

“In our view, when compared with the
deal secured by Theresa May, this deal
represents a backward step in terms
of securing frictionless trade with the
EU,” said Wright. “It also sets us on
course for regulatory divergence from
our largest overseas market on critical
food safety, science and quality issues
– areas where we are world-leading.

to leave the EU to 31 January 2020.

“Both of these will increase costs for
businesses and consumers alike, and
undermine the success of the UK’s
food and drink industry – an industry
already burdened by extensive
diverting and costly planning for a nodeal exit.”

get passed, the problems of border

the EU27 countries had agreed an
extension to the deadline for the UK
Agreement was also achieved on a
pre-Christmas general election on 12
December.
While we await the outcome of
the general election, should the
Conservatives be returned to power
and Johnson's deal with the EU
checks between the British mainland
and Northern Ireland remain a big
obstacle for the food and drink sector,
because of the creation of a customs
border down the Irish Sea.
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SOFHT Membership
The Society is delighted to present a revitalised suite of
memberships for the coming year.

Within the membership brochure we highlight the benefits of

As part of our 40th year celebrations, we have reviewed our
membership packages and brought them up to date with a
more simple structure and new emphasis on benefits at all
levels for our members.

Company Member; Gold Member; Silver Member; and Bronze

membership within the four packages available – Supporting
Member – as well as explaining what members receive as part
of each level and provide testimonials from individuals within
them. A preview of the brochure is shown below.

The S

Which Membership Package is best for my business?

ar.

date

Our membership packages have been specially designed to ensure everyone

orting
ers

has the opportunity to join the Society – with a variety of benefits, fees,
grades suited to both individuals and larger organisations.
There are four grades of membership – Supporting Company Member, Gold,
Silver and Bronze.

“SOFHT delivers a vital
platform on which we
can raise our profile
and promote our work.”
Barry Hilton, FERA

nology

rt,

SUPPORTING COMPANY MEMBER

GOLD

As the supportive backbone of the Society, these
members enable us to offer valuable services that are
accessible and affordable to all – to the overall benefit
of the industry.

This high level of membership offers benefits to all employees
of a business.

The highest level of membership offers access to a string
of exclusive benefits for bigger companies and their
employees across their corporate entities.

ustry

ers to

And it enables them to support SOFHT and its members
in many ways.
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e of
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25% discount on SOFHT training products
Free access to Members’ Forums
Discounted adverts in International Food Hygiene
Magazine

SUPPORTING COMPANY MEMBER

9

Participation at exclusive and senior level Supporting
Company Member meetings

There are discounted rates at courses and breakfast clubs for
all employees, discount on training products and access to our
Technical Support Centre and Members’ Forums.

9

Two FREE delegate places at every SOFHT event

9

Table of 10 FREE at the SOFHT Annual Lunch

9

Five FREE places at the SOFHT Summer Lecture

There are free exhibition stands, exclusive networking
meetings, a dedicated page on the SOFHT website and
discounted rates on courses and breakfast clubs.

SILVER

Applies to all business entities and all employees within a
Corporate Group
Technical updates
9

Suitable for any company or consultant, the ‘Silver’ grade of
membership delivers excellent all-round value.
There are proportionally discounted exhibition stand rates
along with a free delegate place at a SOFHT event.
As with Supporting Company Member, there are also discounted
rates at courses and breakfast clubs for all employees, together
with discounted training products and access to our Technical
Support Centre and Members’ Forums.
Members also get the chance to feature the SOFHT logo on their
website, discounted advertising and a host of other benefits.

ood
ng the
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Discounted rates at all courses and breakfast clubs

SOFHT Technical Events

Members receive maximum exposure at events including
a free table at the annual lecture and lunch, along with
free places for delegates.

Other bonuses include free access to our technical
helpline, discount on training products, opportunities to
feature in our SOFHT Focus magazine along with other
literature and use of the dedicated ‘Supporting Company
Member’ logo.

9
9
9
9

Each member company receives a 50 per cent discount on an
exhibition stand, together with a free delegate place, at any
SOFHT event.

There’s an opportunity for members’ company literature to
be distributed at the majority of events, discounted adverts in
SOFHT magazine and free places at both our annual lunch and
summer lecture.

It also includes representation at high-level events open
only to Supporting Company Members – providing an
opportunity to shape the strategy and development of
SOFHT.

se

ALL members of SOFHT receive…

Access to the SOFHT Technical Support Centre
(30 minutes per month)

Advertising and Promotion
9

Two FREE exhibition stands per membership year

9

Distribution of company literature at all SOFHT
events except lunch

9

Use of the dedicated SCM logo

9

Dedicated page on the SOFHT website

9

Three FREE adverts in SOFHT Focus magazine per
membership year and press release on joining

Sponsorship Opportunities

BRONZE

FOR PERSONAL MEMBERSHIPS

nd
uding

“We grew 30 per cent as a company
last year and membership of
SOFHT was one of the factors that
helped us to achieve that.”

rovides
and
perts.

ughout

Paul Morris, Addmaster

Bronze membership delivers a valuable resource for any
individual in the food safety industry.
Discounted rates at all SOFHT events, courses, breakfast clubs
and on training products delivers a significant saving in itself,
while the chance to use the ‘MSOFHT’ designation provides a
sign of instant credibility.
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SOFHT events and lunch

9

SOFHT breakfast clubs

9

SOFHT Awards

9

SOFHT diary and wall planner

PLUS
9

Preferential rates with various companies

9

FREE use of the SOFHT office

There’s free access to Members’ Forums and, as with other
categories, free subscription to our publications.

SOFHT MEMBERSHIP PACKAGES

6

9

3

Please contact SOFHT office

4
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Society of Food Hygiene and Technology Membership Levels
9
9

Free monthly Technical Food Bites Magazine

9

Use of SOFHT logos on website and literature

Free listing in SOFHT Focus magazine along with
preferential consideration of editorial

“Membership of SOFHT is vital
to us as it’s always up-to-date
on topical issues and provides
a key facility for discussion and
interaction with other members.”

“As an individual member, I
find the support and expertise
provided by SOFHT is invaluable.”
Chris Holland, consultant

Margaret Pollard, Warburtons

One FREE delegate place at every SOFHT event per
membership year

9

9

One FREE place at the SOFHT Annual Lunch

9

9

Two FREE places at the SOFHT Summer Lecture

9

Applies to all business entities and all employees within a

One FREE delegate place at a SOFHT event per
membership year
25% discount on one exhibition stand at one SOFHT
event

Suitable for single business entity – all employees

Corporate group
Technical updates
9

9

Discounted rate at ALL SOFHT events

9

Discounted rate at ALL courses and breakfast clubs

Suitable for an individual

Advertising and Promotion
9

Use of the designated ‘MSOFHT’ logo for Bronze
Members

Technical updates and training

Access to the SOFHT Technical Support Centre
(30 minutes per month)

Advertising and Promotion
9

50% discount on one exhibition stand at a SOFHT
event

9

Distribution of company literature at all SOFHT
events except lunch

9

FOR PERSONAL MEMBERSHIPS
SOFHT Technical Events

SOFHT Technical Events

SOFHT Technical Events

BRONZE

SILVER

GOLD

Two discounted adverts in SOFHT Focus magazine
per membership year

9

9

SOFHT events and lunch

9

SOFHT breakfast clubs

9

SOFHT Awards

9

SOFHT diary and wall planner

PLUS
9

Preferential rates with various companies

9

Discounted use of the SOFHT office

£995

PLUS
9

9

SOFHT events and lunch

9

SOFHT breakfast clubs

9

SOFHT diary and awards

9

SOFHT wall planner

STUDENT

PLUS
9

Preferential rates with various companies

£65

Sponsorship Opportunities

9
Sponsorship Opportunities

Access to the SOFHT Technical Support Centre
(30 minutes per month)

Preferential rates with various companies
Discounted use of the SOFHT office

£350

“SOFHT provides significant
benefits to us as a business.
Membership is a positive
experience and it’s very easy to
justify renewal every year.”
Jamie Weall, Aston Manor

9

Discounted rate at ALL SOFHT events

9

Networking opportunities

9

Access to industry experts

9

Feature a CV on the SOFHT website

9

Connect and interact with SOFHT and other industry
contacts via social media

9

Opportunity to enter the SOFHT Student awards

Available to undergraduates, those in part-time study or
apprenticeships and postgraduates. Applicants will be
required to verify their status

£ FREE

SOFHT MEMBERSHIP PACKAGES
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IFST – SOFHT
Strategic Alliance

As part of the continuing work by Council to enhance and
improve the reach, reputation and resources available to
SOFHT members, we have formed a strategic alliance with
the Institute of Food Science & Technology (IFST). Our two
organisations have very similar aims in promoting scientifically
robust best practices, and providing professional information,
support and advice for those involved in the food, dairy and
beverage industries. However, we each have a slightly different
emphasis which can be combined in the partnership to bring a
complementary benefit to each of our memberships.
Whilst SOFHT is more orientated towards the practical
training, application, implementation and ‘front line’
achievement of food hygiene and technology, the IFST focus
is more on providing independent advice to governments, the
public, and related organisations focusing on the advancement
of food science and technology across research, education,
application, and regulations, as well as facilitating and
promoting the professional development of practitioners of
food science and technology.

These variations on a theme mean that this strategic alliance
is a perfect fit, allowing each of our memberships access to
an aspect of food hygiene, science and technology through a
pooling of knowledge, expertise and experience at joint events
and presenting an exciting opportunity for all members to grow
their professional accreditations and activities.
This initiative is in its early days and is being headed by Rachel
Ward (IFST Scientific Policy Director) and Peter Littleton
(SOFHT Vice-Chair) with support from the IFST Board and
the Society’s Council. Initial workstreams are to share event
planning, promote the IFST professional registers/pathways
and share best practice, such as the development of webinars.
Watch out for more information as this initiative progresses
and feed any thoughts through to Su Werren at SOFHT
headquarters.
See article about IFST on p22.

SOFHT 'Cleaning For The Future' Briefing Event
(Addmaster) and”Future Developments
in Cleaning and Disinfection” from Peter
Littleton (Christeyns Food Hygiene) and
ably chaired by Council Member Garry
Dennis.
The

content

ranged

from

the

methods and techniques in cleaning
and disinfection that are becoming
available to the industry to the targeted
application of these methods to
ensure and maintain safe food. The
presentations were followed with the
opportunity to tour HIllbrush’s state of
the art manufacturing facility in Mere.
The Society’s thanks goes to everyone

One of our newest SCM’s, Hillbrush

With presentations from Catherine

Ltd, based in Wiltshire hosted a half-

Watkinson (Hillbrush Global Hygiene

at HIllbrush for the opportunity to take

day SOFHT briefing event on the Future

Specialist) on cleaning management,

a briefing on the road and we will be

For Cleaning.

“Targeted Hygiene“ from Paul Morris

heading our on the road again soon.

8
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TOWARDS A NATIONAL FOOD STRATEGY

Towards a

National
Food Strategy

Restaurateur Henry Dimbleby is leading a government review of the UK’s
food system as part of a new National Food Strategy. Fiona Kibby explains what’s involved.
The government’s first National
Food Strategy for 75 years was
launched earlier this year by former
environment secretary, Michael Gove,
who commissioned Leon Restaurants
co-founder Henry Dimbleby to lead an
independent review of the UK’s food and
drink supply chain.

health related to poor diet and obesity,

Dimbleby, whose appointment has been
supported by Theresa Villiers, Gove’s
replacement at the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
(DEFRA), has been set an ambitious
challenge. While his previous work
on the School Food Plan provides him
with a good foundation for this task,
the latest review is on a completely
different scale in its scope, importance
and emotional connection.

technology’ is coming that, if managed

With rising focus globally on climate
change, agricultural challenges as
well as a nation facing a crisis in public

the need for this strategy is clear.
In its announcement DEFRA is seeking to
address the problems the country faces
in these areas. But, equally importantly,
it wants to address the security of our
food supply. DEFRA acknowledges a
forthcoming ‘revolution in agricultural
properly, can deliver great benefits.
The National Food Strategy will examine
activity across several government
departments, building on the flagship
Agriculture Bill and Fisheries Bill
currently before Parliament, as well as
the Industrial Strategy, the Childhood
Obesity Plan and the upcoming
Environment Bill.
It is intended to be an overarching
strategy for government, designed to
ensure that our food system:

• Delivers safe, healthy, affordable
food, regardless of where people live
or how much they earn;
• Is robust in the face of future shocks;
• Restores and enhances the natural
environment for the next generation
in this country;
• Is built upon a resilient, sustainable
and humane agriculture sector;
• Is a thriving contributor to our urban
and rural economies, delivering well
paid jobs and supporting innovative
producers and manufacturers across
the country; and
• Delivers all this in an efficient and
cost-effective way.
The government has committed to
responding with a White Paper six
months after the review is published. It
has also tasked Dimbleby with reviewing
and reporting on progress 12 months
after that. The review is expected to be
published in summer 2020.
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TOWARDS A NATIONAL FOOD STRATEGY
Young Persons’ Assembly: a less formally-structured group of
young people, bringing together citizens who are below voting
age to express their views. Their input will also be used to
inform the Citizens’ Assemblies.
Food system discussions: people across the country from
different backgrounds will be brought together to discuss what
our nation wants from its food system. This will happen in three
ways: by holding town hall meetings, to which people will be
invited; by running the same process but for specific groups
that are not normally involved in policy making; and by creating
materials that individuals and organisations across the country
can use to host their own conversations, and encouraging them
to do so.
These activities, alongside focus groups and agrifood visits
across the country, aim to ensure everyone has an opportunity
to contribute.

Scope and impact
While the scope of the strategy is within England, DEFRA is
asking for input from the devolved administrations as well.
It seems sensible that any future plan provides a cohesive
strategy for the whole UK.

Call for evidence
In August, DEFRA announced a call for evidence to inform the
review. This will allow all sectors of the food system to submit
innovation, research and ideas to the review, since it needs to
reach out across all professions and consumers if it is to truly
reflect aspirational goals and the scope of the strategy.
Those behind the review are looking for ideas big and small:
from government policies to simple, practical things with the
potential to make a difference. These might be initiatives that
are already working well – both here and abroad – that could be
scaled up or used differently. Or they might be new ideas: things
that haven’t been tried yet or scaled up into practical application.

However, there is no avoiding the fact that the food system
across the EU will play a large part in any future UK strategy,
whatever happens with Brexit. From government figures it
is evident that we in the UK have enjoyed an abundance and
availability of food from around the globe and our strategy will
need to address and incorporate this into its objectives (see
schematic below).
Origins of food consumed in the UK, 2017
Percentage supplied to the UK

Reaching out to the wider food stakeholder community for this
type of engagement will be facilitated through a number of
initiatives.

UKa

50%

EU

30%

Africa

4%

Citizens’ Assemblies: championed by restaurateur, chef and TV
celebrity, Prue Leith, will be randomly selected and formed, but
weighted to reflect regional and national demographics. They
will also take testimony from experts, debate the issues and
advise us on their findings.

North America

4%

South America

4%

Asia

4%

“Food is at the heart of our culture and identity and how our food
system is designed affects everyone, every day,” says Leith. “We
need to build a Food Strategy, which is sustainable and which
works for all of us. It must be grown from the ground up. It’s
great to see Citizens’ Assemblies at the centre of this vision.”

Rest of Europe

10
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Australasia

a

2%
1%

UK origin consists of UK domestic production minus UK exports

TOWARDS A NATIONAL FOOD STRATEGY
Role of others
In its terms of reference, there is
recognition of the roles of local
authorities and ‘arms-length bodies’,
such as the Food Standards Agency
and NGOs, in how a strategy may be
formed and delivered. To ensure a
successful long-term strategy, the
industry itself must be engaged and
motivated to support the review through
the submission of evidence. The review
has been welcomed by Food and Drink
Federation (FDF) and by the National
Farmers Union (NFU), along with other
industry trade bodies and stakeholders,
and their members’ input will be
invaluable to the review.
The role of academia, and its work
across the agrifood chain will be
central. In a note to academics, DEFRA
expressed a desire to know more about
evidence that strengthens or challenges
the conclusions of previous reviews
into specific topics. For example,
interventions to prevent obesity, or the
roles of regenerative and other types
of agricultural practices – basically,
anything that can help us improve our
food system, in whole or in part.
The connection here to existing
programmes, such as the Oxford
Martin Programme on the Future of

businesses from every part of the food

Food, is important. Oxford Martin is an
interdisciplinary programme of research
and policy engagement covering all
aspects of the food system. Based at the
University of Oxford, it is already working
on many of the areas the National Food
Strategy aims to explore.

chain – will also be called upon to advise
the group.
Dimbleby sets out his vision and
approach as follows: “This review
will be built on rigorous evidence and
analysis; but the answers to some of
the most important questions cannot

Reporting

be mathematically calculated. What do
we want our countryside to look like? As

It is anticipated that the large number of
submissions expected to the review will
require close scrutiny and assessment.
DEFRA will form an advisory group
selected from across the food system
to support this work. The recently
formed Food and Drink Sector Council
– an industry-led board composed of

our understanding of animal sentience
increases, how should we prioritise the
welfare of livestock? What role should
the government play to protect us from
our ‘bad’ dietary choices? These are
not questions that I – or indeed the
government – can answer alone.”

About the author
Fiona Kibby is Chair of the Society of Food Hygiene and Technology and has been part
of SOFHT for more than 10 years.
Her background is in food manufacturing, quality control and microbiological testing.
She also trained as a food law enforcement officer for Glasgow City Council and
enjoyed the challenging role in food standards and food safety. She left the local
authority to join a Birmingham-based consultancy and has supported clients in food
labelling, composition and food safety legislative areas.
She joined Tesco in 2011, after a short time working as a regulatory manager for a
manufacturer and gaining a Masters in Food Law. Fiona intially worked in the Tesco
food safety team and in a food surveillance role before moving to her current position
managing a broad regulatory, incidents and food safety team in product regulatory
compliance, part of the Tesco Quality team.
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REPROTOXINS AND PEST CONTROL

Reprotoxins
and pest control
New rules restricting the use of higher concentration

SGAR baits containing above

second-generation anticoagulant rodenticides need not

30ppm are potentially reprotoxic,

prevent professional pest controllers from carrying out

which means they can interfere

their work effectively, reports Alex Wade.
Historically rodenticides – specifically
the second-generation anticoagulant
rodenticides (SGARs) – came in a variety
of ‘flavours’ but usually only the one
strength, 50ppm. But over the past few
years the pest management Industry
has seen a plethora of new products
appear at a new lower dose of 25ppm.
Why have these products appeared?
What has been the driving force behind
this change? And, most importantly, how
has this affected the way we engage with
pest populations of rodents?
It is important to note that one of the key
differences in these baits, other than the
strength, is the inclusion of a warning
that SGAR baits containing above 30ppm
are potentially reprotoxic, which means
they can interfere with normal species

12
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reproduction. As a consequence, both
the products, and treatments, should be
labelled accordingly.
And herein lies the pebble which started
this avalanche almost a decade ago.
First, some clarification is needed as
to what is meant when we refer to a
product as being reprotoxic. Products
that contain substances which may
cause adverse effects on sexual function
and fertility as well as developmental
toxicity in offspring are deemed to be
reprotoxic.
These products fall under the category
of CMRs within a European regulation
governing classification, labelling and
packaging (CLP) in which a CMR is
further defined as any product that

with normal species reproduction.
contains chemicals capable of causing
a carcinogenic, mutagenic or reprotoxic
effect within a biological system.
This initially sounds very alarming, but
it must be noted that there are already
many products used today that are
intentionally reprotoxic by design. Many
insect ‘vector control’ strategies rely on
the use of chemicals that disrupt the
ability of larval insect forms to develop
properly, as well as sterilising adult
insects and freshly deposited eggs.
Such products are used globally
with great success in programmes
designed to control many dangerous
insect species, notably mosquitos.
Chemicals that are designed to disrupt
the reproduction of vertebrate animals
also exist and have had some notable

REPROTOXINS AND PEST CONTROL
successes in large-scale field trials
(such as those undertaken within New
York City). But their use is generally met
with greater opposition and accessibility
to these products is currently limited.

Reclassification of
SGAR baits
The decision to reclassify the 50ppm
SGAR baits as potentially reprotoxic
has been some time in the making
and largely revolves around a medical
condition known as ‘Fetal Warfarin
Syndrome’. This is a condition whereby
developing babies within the womb are
exposed to chemicals that disrupt the
abundance and utility of vitamin K within
their bodies during development. The
most common cause of this disruption
is the administration of clinical doses of
sodium warfarin to mothers during key
stages of their pregnancy.
Sodium warfarin is a medical tool that
shares a common mode of action with
the SGARs, whereby they both inhibit
the vitamin K epoxide reductase enzyme
which is responsible for the recycling
of vitamin K within the body. Medically
this inhibition is useful to prevent blood
clots and in the more comparably potent
SGARs this inhibition is enough to prove
fatal to a rodent.
Despite the differences in their
chemical compositions, intended uses
and dosages, the shared mode of action
for these chemicals was sufficient
to begin a review in 2006 to ascertain
whether there could be the potential for
the complications seen from warfarin
exposure when used medically to be
replicated with the use of, or exposure
to, SGARs when used in the control
of rodents. In 2010 a call went out for
data to support or refute these claims
and by 2016, after much debate among
all parties involved, a decision was
made. In the opinion of the relevant
authorities, SGARs were sufficiently
similar as to be classed as potentially
reprotoxic when used above a critical
concentration of 30ppm.

Far from being the end of rodenticides
as we knew them, this development
instead became synergistic with some
interesting and beneficial changes
being undertaken by the Rodenticide
Stewardship Scheme.
The appearance of a subset of products
at a new lower concentration allowed for
the pest control industry and authorities
to create a distinction between products
designed for use by the general public
and products intended for use by trained
professionals. Rodenticide products
containing more than 30ppm of active
material, or that are above a certain
pack size, can now only be purchased by
trained professionals.

Toolkit for professionals
This allowed for a broader range of
tools to be made available to pest
control operators (PCOs), allowing
them to implement a more focused
strategy when dealing with pest rodent
populations. This distinction meant that
larger, more troublesome populations
of rodents became treatable by trained
professionals who could draw upon their
foundation of training and knowledge to
determine the correct and safe way to
apply these products.

It is possible for the rodent to
ingest the required lethal feed
for a 25ppm bait within the
same feeding cycle as a 50ppm.
Consequently, there is no
discernable protraction in the time
taken to control the rat population
under ideal circumstances.

rodents,treatment programmes are
generally only extended by a matter of
days and not, as one might imagine,
doubled.
The logic behind this is sound, if not
immediately apparent. A normal rat will
eat approximately 10% of its bodyweight
in food a day, with a rat weighing 300g
eating on average 30g of food in a single
feeding cycle. The standard industry
figures for rodenticides states that a
50ppm bait using the active material
bromadiolone will require just 5.6g of
bait to be eaten by a rat weighing 300g
in order for that animal to have a 50%
chance of ingesting sufficient active
material to cause it to die after a short
time of usually three to five days.

Controllable areas or areas where there
is a documented rodenticidal resistance
can still be treated with the 50ppm
products by professionals, allowing for
the continuation of robust and reliable
control strategies. But in areas open to
the public, domestic premises, or more
sensitive locations the PCOs are able to
implement a more appropriate strategy
while still having access to a range of
tools in the necessary quantities that are
sufficient for the job.

A 25ppm bait will therefore require
11.2g of bait in order to elicit the same
effect. When compared with the average
feeding habits of that rat, one can see
that it is possible for the rodent to ingest
the required lethal feed for a 25ppm
bait within the same feeding cycle as
a 50ppm. Consequently, there is no
discernable protraction in the time taken
to control the rat population under ideal
circumstances – and only an increase
of a matter of days when the rats are
experiencing high food competition.

There have been concerns, however, that
reducing the potency of rodenticides
may bring about failures in control,
or that control programmes may
become protracted and untenable.
However, the reality is that when
used against a standard population of

The ability to advocate a lower
concentration of bait when
implementing a pest control strategy
allows PCOs to have greater flexibility
when considering environmental risk
assessments. By having access to a
range of bait concentrations, they are
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able to use as much bait as is necessary
but as little as is required to achieve the
desired result. This leads to a potential
reduction in residues within the
environment as well as a lowered risk
to non-target animals from sources of
primary poisoning.
Such reduced impact is of particular
interest when considering the statistics
provided by the Wildlife Incident
Investigation Scheme (WIIS) on the
ramifications of the misuse and abuse
of these pesticide products, since
untrained people will now only have
access to the lower strength baits.

Rodenticide resistance
Lastly, a word on rodenticide resistance,
which is a subject of growing concern
within the pest control industry.
Resistance to anticoagulant rodenticides
is becoming a more prevalent problem,
with multiple strains of wild rodents
showing practical working resistances
to one, if not more, of the commonly
used rodenticidal actives. It is of
concern, therefore, that by reducing
the strength of rodenticidal products it
may be a catalyst to exacerbating the
prevalence of resistance within rodent
populations.

About the author
Alex Wade has worked within the public health pest control industry for the past
13 years, becoming technical manager of PelGar International in 2008. He has a
scientific background, a detailed understanding of biology and animal behaviour
and is a mine of information when it comes to pest control. He manages PelGar’s
efficacy testing laboratory, which is responsible for culturing insect populations
and testing insecticides, and has an extensive knowledge of active ingredients
and their mode of action.
Wade has passed the Royal Society for Public Health (RSPH) level 2 qualification
in pest control, giving him a full understanding of pest control operator training.
This, together with the practical exposure he has gained over the past 10 years
undertaking field trials across a broad range of situations, has provided him
with the knowledge needed to give lectures on integrated pest control across
the world.
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It has often been noted that although
resistance to certain compounds is
becoming more and more widespread,
this resistance is currently isolated to
a select few active materials. The pest
control industry has taken measures to
ensure that a range of active materials
are available in a wide range of formats
to ensure the correct tools at the correct
strengths will continue to be available to
professional users. This allows them
to draw upon their experience and
expertise in order to implement the
most appropriate strategies for effective
control of the pest populations they are
trying to manage.
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MONITORING AND CONTROL OF PESTS

Monitoring and
control of pests
Pest control is evolving, with a move away from rodenticide use to
non-toxic monitoring and trapping options, reports John Simmons.
Pest control has seen many changes of late. These changes require the industry to be at the forefront of working smarter, being
environmentally sensitive and having an ever watchful eye on outcomes, both intended and unintended. As well as legislative
changes, retailer, manufacturer and third-party standards have been key drivers in shaping how pest control is delivered.
All aspects of pest monitoring and control need careful consideration – even something as seemingly straightforward as the
monitoring and control of rodents within premises.
In the past, both monitoring and control would normally have involved deploying toxic (rodenticide) baits and checking them at
an agreed frequency. That approach is now a rarity, with most of the food safety related standards not permitting the routine
use of toxic baits – especially where open product may be present.
So, what do we do? Here I outline some alternative options.

Non-toxic monitoring and trapping options
Non-toxic feeding points

Synthetic lures

Traditionally, non-toxic feeding points consist of a foodbased attractant and are usually of identical formulation to
a rodenticide bait, but without the toxic active ingredient.
There are several blocks, pastes and gels available, with a
profusion of flavours. Some products include a component
that fluoresces under UV light, so providing some ability to
track rodent movement.

These products contain a synthetic attractant fused into a lure,
which itself consists of some form of synthetic polymer. Some
lures are designed to be used to enhance the attractiveness
of a conventional mouse trap, while others are designed
to attract and be gnawed by rodents, so providing a visual
indicator of their presence.

Curry flavour gel

Non-toxic blocks

Paste with UV marker

Synthetic lure;
for use on a trap

Nara Liquid;
a synthetic water droplet
for use on a trap

Synthetic block

However, these products have several disadvantages:
• The rodent has to feed on them so, just as with a rodenticide
bait, there may be problems with palatability.
• They are a food source, so they may actually attract rodents
into a building or area, particularly if there is no other food
source in the vicinity.
• They do not kill or capture the rodent.
Given the lack of any ‘control capability’ it is wise to increase
inspection frequency if these products are used.
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Unlike a non-toxic food bait, a synthetic lure is likely to remain
attractive for an extended period, though to our knowledge
no one has ever ascertained how long this might be. It is also
worth highlighting that products such as these do not have
to undergo any form of testing to ensure they actually work!
Irrespective of type, if genuine food sources are available then
encouraging rodents to these synthetic alternatives is likely to
be challenging.

MONITORING AND CONTROL OF PESTS
Trapping
Trapping can be divided into two broad categories:

Kill-trapping systems

Live-capture systems

Kill-trapping systems tend to be a ‘single-hit’; once they have
caught an animal they will not catch another until they have
been emptied and re-set. Most kill-trapping systems are
based on break-back traps – an obvious ‘one-hit’ device. The
main issues to consider when using break-back traps are
‘where’ and ‘how’ to deploy them. Additionally, these traps
are vulnerable to being accidentally set off. The inspection
frequency is an important consideration.

The mouse (and these systems are almost invariably intended
for use against mice) is trapped alive. If it remains alive at the
time of inspection (many die quickly when trapped, through
shock and heart failure) it should be humanely despatched.
The advantage of most live-capture traps over kill-traps is
that they are generally multi-catch, so will continue to be
active after they have caught an animal. However, a major
disadvantage, certainly within Europe, is that for humane
reasons it is necessary to inspect such devices at least once
every 24 hours.
Ketch-All trap

Tin-Cat trap

GoodNature A24

Snap-E

Radar Trap

Rat multi-catch trap

More high-tech systems are available. For example, the
GoodNature A24 trap incorporates a carbon dioxide canister,
which fires a killing bolt into the skull of the animal, and then
resets itself afterwards. Rentokil’s Radar trap asphyxiates the
trapped mouse by triggering the release of carbon dioxide.
Mice, although generally curious creatures, do seem to be
more wary of traps. We have come across examples of heavy
infestations, where few were being caught in the live-capture
traps.
No discussion of live-capture devices is complete without
mention of glue-boards. These are undoubtedly a highly
effective means of catching mice, and glue-boarding is an
important technique to retain. However, a UK industry code
of practice requires that glue-boards be used for control
purposes only – and as a method of last resort. They should
be inspected at least once every 12 hours. Similar, or more
demanding, restrictions exist throughout most of Europe.

To bait or not to bait a trap?
This is a question that has raged for years, and probably
always will. To our knowledge there is no scientific evidence
to support increased capture rates on traps that incorporate
an attractant or lure.
Mice are inquisitive creatures and will frequently explore, and
get caught by, un-baited traps. In the food industry un-baited
traps, or use of a synthetic lure, is probably the best approach,
with a true food attractant introduced only if problems are
being experienced.
When a real food is used, the site’s allergen policy will need
to be complied with. Chocolate or a raisin might be the first
choice. If permitted, peanut butter can be highly attractive.
Occasionally, fresh fruit, tinned tuna or meat might be used,

Break-back traps are typically used within an appropriate
housing, and numerous purpose-designed products are now
available, for example:
AF Snappa

Speedbreak tunnel

though these obviously have a very short period when they
would remain palatable.

Tracking products
If used appropriately, tracking dusts and gels can help identify
very low levels of mouse activity and can also help identify
rodent harbourage and nesting sites. Fluorescent dust must
be applied sparingly (ideally on a substrate material such
heavy gauge paper or cardboard to aid removal). Tracking gel
has the advantage of being more ‘containable’ and may also
be applied to vertical structures such as racking supports.
Though not always obvious to the naked eye, rodent prints and
tail swipes may be detected using a black light (UV) torch. At
this point conventional control options would be introduced.
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Automating the inspection process
The move away from conventional monitoring systems based
on toxic rodenticides will probably accelerate the introduction
of electronic technology, particularly as a switch to non-toxic

These systems are not cheap, but the cost of installing and
maintaining them may be significantly cheaper than daily or
weekly inspections from either a pest control contractor or
site personnel.

alternatives will generally necessitate a much increased

Not all environments will accommodate such systems; EX-

inspection frequency.

rated areas, or very wet or chemically or thermally hostile

A band of UV dust,
with mouse footprints
highlighting movement

Mouse footprints,
highlighting avoidance
of bait and trap stations

environments for example. These factors would all need to
UV gel being applied
to racking

be taken into consideration when surveying and installing any
remote monitoring system.
A big advantage though, is that a good system, properly
installed, will provide robust 24/7 monitoring with minimal
human input.

Linking an alert to the triggering of a conventional breakback trap is the most common approach, and numerous such

However, it must be emphasised that electronic monitoring
systems cannot replace your regular routine pest control

systems are available. Some are able to distinguish between

inspections; they should be part of an integrated monitoring

an accidental activation and one that is the result of a capture.

programme. A verification protocol will be necessary to satisfy

In the latter case the rodent carcass prevents the completion

auditors that the systems are functioning correctly.

of the electrical circuit between the killing bar and base-plate

A future edition of SOFHT Focus will publish the results of a

that would otherwise occur were the activation accidental.

recent trial of the GTO system.

Although this technology is arguably a step forward, we
believe it still has the fundamental drawback that if the rodent
won’t go in the trap – and we know they often won’t – then the
system is going to miss activity.
The ideal for us is a system that requires no more than the

About the author

rodent moving around within its environment in order to be

Dr John Simmons has spent 30 years in the pest control

detected. At least one such system does exist:

industry. In 2001, he established Acheta, a consultancy
specialising in all aspects of pest management, with

GreenTrapOnline (GTO)
This system is based on
passive infrared (PIR) detectors
communicating wirelessly with a
base station. The detector would
typically be mounted on top of, or
within, a bait or trapping station.
However, if the rodent won’t
go in the device then missed
detections are likely. A potential alternative is to mount the
detector on a bracket, or on top of something that doesn’t
require the rodent to go ‘inside’ something, such as the
upturned guttering shown in the photo above.
The big advantage of this technology is that the rodent doesn’t
have to actually eat something, or be trapped, in order to be
detected. Rodent presence triggers a wireless alert via SMS
text or e-mail, and activation data can be reviewed on a mobile
phone app or dedicated web portal.
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training and independent inspection and auditing the
principal services.
Acheta was acquired by Kiwa Ltd, a specialist in testing,
inspection, certification, consultancy and training
services, in August of this year and Simmons remains
managing director of the company.

FOOD INNOVATION TAKES CENTRE STAGE

Food innovation
takes centre stage
Food Matters Live 2019 takes place at London’s ExCel exhibition centre
from 19-20 November providing visitors with access to a wealth of new ideas and innovation.
The Food Matters Live show takes place once again in London
this year, but with several new features to excite the interest of
food and drink industry professionals.
Not only will visitors have the opportunity to discover the latest
trends on display from the hundreds of exhibitors taking part
in the show, they will also be able to gain insights from the
comprehensive seminar programme taking place over the
two days of the show. And, for the first time, the Food Matters
Summit is being held, which is the UK’s first high-level
gathering of industry stakeholders.
Visitors to the show, which includes the UK’s largest ingredients
exhibition, will have access to thousands of industry contacts,
including 250 expert speakers that will be taking part in the
seminar programme and summit. They will join a global
community of food technology innovators, policymakers and

campaigners as they take a fresh look at the challenges, issues
and innovations that are set to transform food safety along the
supply chain.
More than 15,000 visitors are expected at this year’s Food
Matters Live to gather exclusive industry insights. They will
see some of the most cutting-edge innovative products on
the market showcased by the companies exhibiting, as well
as having access to live theatre attractions and a renowned
educational programme.
New retail trends around plant-based and free-from foods,
and demonstrations of innovative natural products will be
showcased in the Innovative Ingredients Live theatre, UK future
brands and international pavilion.
Food Matters Live takes place at ExCeL London on 19 and 20
November 2019. Register at www.foodmatterslive.com/2019

Smart solutions
Join the Food Matters Live seminar programme
as it brings together technological innovators,
academics and forward thinkers to explore new
innovations from smart packaging solutions
through to improved food safety, quality and
traceability solutions.
The seminar programme will discuss some of the broader issues
around food transparency and trust, with Jessi Baker, founder of
provenance.org, describing how food brands can reinforce trust
throughout the supply chain through the use of technology.
The speaker line-up will also include: Chris Daly, vice president,
supply chain sustainability, PepsiCo Europe Sub Saharan Africa;
Andrew Stephen, chief executive of the Sustainable Restaurant
Association; Julian Hunt, vice president public affairs and
communications GB with Coca-Cola European Partners; and Paul
Foulkes-Arellano, founder of the Sustainable Design Alliance.
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In a stand-out session for food hygiene professionals, join Professor
Richard Luxton, director of the Institute of Bio-Sensing Technology
at the University of the West of England, as he outlines how new
food sensing technologies can transform food safety, quality and
traceability.
Luxton’s institute has already developed vapour sensing, which can
detect the early stages of food spoilage in the supply chain and it
has recently reported the success of a potentially ‘world-changing’
technology that prolongs the shelf life of fresh produce.
The seminar programme will also look at smart packaging
solutions, which are set to revolutionise supply chain quality,
control and transparency. Speakers will include Martin Stahel,
sales director at augmented reality (AR) specialist Zappar, who will
explain how this technology could transform packaging.
Packaging innovator and founder of SoluBlue Damien Lee will
describe the development of a range of plant-based materials
designed to replace plastic cups and straws, food packaging and

FOOD INNOVATION TAKES CENTRE STAGE
structural packaging – making them completely biodegradable
within just a few weeks after use.
Before plastic pollution began dominating the headlines, one
small Scottish biotech company was already working on a solution.
Anticipating the impending environmental crisis, Dr Cait MurrayGreen helped found biotech firm CuanTec to revolutionise the way
we package food.
Murray-Green will explain how CuanTec developed a pioneering
biological process, which uses waste langoustine shells and turns
them into the natural biopolymer chitin.
By mixing chitin with other natural substances, a flexible and
compostable bioplastic film is produced for use in food packaging,

thus reducing the problem of plastic packaging waste. As a bonus,
the natural anti-microbial properties of this material helps to
increase the shelf life of packaged food.
CuanTec has recently signed a partnership deal with Waitrose to
develop packaging to replace plastic packaging on several seafood
products from early 2021. But, the company is not standing still.
“One thing we’d like to do in the near future is to see what we can
do with the waste that comes off from our fermentation. It’s high in
protein and includes the natural colourant from the langoustine,”
says Murray-Green. “We believe that will make a very interesting
feed for salmon and that would also allow us to become a zerowaste company.”

Industry
innovations
From food systems to philosophy, expect to find
answers to the big questions facing the food and
drink sectors at this year’s Food Matters Summit.
Running in parallel with Food Matters Live this year, in ExCeL’s
prestigious Platinum Suite, the new Food Matters Summit is
the UK’s first high-level gathering of international food experts,
academics, government representatives, technology experts and
entrepreneurs.
More than 100 international speakers will take part, including
broadcaster and author Dr Alice Roberts, restaurateur and lead of
the UK’s National Food Strategy, Henry Dimbleby, and philosopher
AC Grayling. These leading lights will take to the stage to debate
the critical issues facing the food industry today and in the future.
Over two days, the ambitious and wide-ranging Summit programme
will focus on three central themes:
• ‘The Food Revolution’ will examine how the food industry can
respond to philosophical as well as commercial needs as it
strives to feed a growing global population.
• ‘Feeding our future’ will look at the consequences of an
unprecedented level of food options, including a shift in
consumer demand towards healthy and sustainable foods.
• ‘Tomorrow’s Innovation’ will investigate whether robotics,
artificial intelligence (AI), nanotechnology, alternative proteins,
nutraceuticals and more are the answer to a global food crisis.

“We know that the way we currently consume is not sustainable,
for our health and for our planet, so we need to think differently
about the way we grow and eat food,” says Dimbleby. “To ensure
our food system delivers safe, healthy, affordable food and
restores and enhances the natural environment for the next
generation, we have to be innovative.”
Pete Pearson, senior director for food loss and waste at the World
Wildlife Fund, US, will be one of the speakers examining how we
can eliminate food waste at all stages of the food system.
“What the Food Matters Summit highlights is the importance of
figuring out a sustainable food system,” says Pearson. “We cannot
carry on wasting food with a global population of seven or eight
billion if we want to have a planet in balance with nature.”
Briony Mansell-Lewis, Director of Food Matters, adds: “The
Food Matters Summit will provide a forum for new ideas and big
thinking and is relevant for anyone with an eye on the long-term
future of the food industry.
“The Summit offers delegates an opportunity to learn from
industry leaders and disruptors; to be inspired by futurologists
and world-renowned academics and forge powerful cross-sector
industry connections that will influence the future of the global
food and drink industry.”
Register now at www.foodmatters.co.uk/summit

Henry Dimbleby, the UK’s National Food Strategy lead, believes
events such as the Summit are vital if we are to rethink the future
of the whole food sector.
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IFST FOCUSES ON FOOD SCIENCE

IFST focuses on
food science
SOFHT has embarked on a strategic alliance with the Institute
of Food Science & Technology (IFST). Rachel Ward, IFST’s
Scientific Policy Director, explains what IFST brings to the party.
For those who have not heard of
IFST, it is the UK-based professional
membership body for food scientists
and food technologists.
Like SOFHT, the organisation is
generally referred to by its acronym
but is more formally, the Institute
of Food Science & Technology. Our
common interests and priorities have
brought us to the table to explore
areas in which to collaborate and
support each other’s activities. But
it is our distinct differences that
mean we can bring unique, individual
capabilities and perspectives.
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As an independent scientifically
evidence-based body, a key area
of IFST’s focus is on providing
professional recognition for food
technical professionals. We know
SOFHT shares this goal. Through
professional
recognition,
we
encourage individuals to grow
their personal and professional
development. To this end, through
our membership base of more
than 2,800 individual members, we
encourage the sharing of knowledge
and peer-engagement by arranging
opportunities to connect. This includes
special interest group meetings,

workshops, seminars, lectures and an
annual Spring Conference.
We
encourage
continuous
professional development (CPD),
which is supported through IFST’s
‘MyCPD’ online tool and our
professional registers for food safety,
sensory science, and auditor/mentor
professionals provide peer-reviewed
recognition of competence.
Like SOFHT, we are also encouraging
the next generation of talent to
ensure we have the right level of
technical skills for the future. IFST is
doing this by providing food science
and technology-related materials for
schools to raise the profile of these
subjects in the science curriculum
and engaging with students studying
food science and technology in higher
and further education.
Unlike SOFHT, IFST does not
offer e-learning tools or practical
training, but gets involved through its
independent accreditation of degree
programmes, sensory training and
short food science and technology
related courses.

IFST FOCUSES ON FOOD SCIENCE

The other focal point for IFST is its
engagement with policy developers
and
key-opinion
formers
in
government, research and industry
where it works to ensure that any
policy or decision taken related to food
and the advancement of food science
and technology is based upon sound
evidence-based science, rather than
other competing priorities.
To this end, we generate policy
positions, comment upon public
consultations, engage as invited
representatives in national and
international workshops, reviews
and partner in research programmes
to provide independent advice and
opportunities for connecting with
technical professionals in the food
sector.
We also publish a range of technical
resources to disseminate the latest
research findings, knowledge, and
best practice. These include twitter
posts, information statements and
fact sheets on our website and more
traditional publications such as our
quarterly magazine Food Science and
Technology, the International Journal
of Food Science and Technology,
best practice guides, including Food
and Drink – Good Manufacturing
Practice: A Guide to its Responsible
Management (now on its 7th edition),
and the IFST Advances in Food Science
book series dedicated to the key topics
in food science and technology, such
as Food Processing By-Products and
their Utilization (2017), Ultrasound in
Food Processing: Recent Advances
(2017), and Emerging Technologies in
Meat Processing (2016).

The sharing of knowledge to ensure
safe food and the need to attract new
talent to the sector are key priorities
for both SOFHT and IFST, and ones
that we can work together and focus
our

energies

on.

Co-promoting

our events, student activities and
resources

will

encourage

more

interaction and engagement.
Involving representatives from both
our organisations in sharing their
career journeys and expertise with
students and peers through a range
of different medium of knowledge
sharing will offer invaluable insights
and

build

technical

professional

capability across the food sector. We
can be more proactive and effective
if we work together in our activities
to encourage the next generation
of talent to join and grow as valued
professionals in our field.
From the perspective of meeting
our

IFST

charitable

object,

our

activities all go towards advancing
food science and technology based
on impartial science and knowledge
sharing to ensure a consistent supply
of safe, nutritious food for the benefit
of the public.
We recognise that the audiences we
serve and the means by which we
approach the challenges are often
different. That is where there is
benefit in IFST and SOFHT working
more collaboratively and our belief
is that the outcomes of working
together can be greater than the sum
of their parts.

About the author
Rachel Ward is responsible
for the development of IFST’s
scientific policy priorities and
positions and communication of
these to stakeholders including
membership and government.
She is also responsible for the
coordination,
submission
and
communication of IFST consultation
responses, in conjunction with
its committees and the wider
membership. In addition, she
represents the Institute in a range
of different academic, government
and industry scientific and policy
forums.
Rachel has more than 25 years’
experience in international strategy,
standards and risk management for
the food chain. With a BSc (Hons) in
Applied Biochemistry and a PhD
in vitro skin toxicology models,
Rachel has worked in various roles
across the food industry including,
analytical laboratory management,
supply chain quality assurance,
regulatory compliance, scientific
affairs and risk management. As an
IFST Fellow, she is actively involved
in her local Midlands Branch,
and several IFST special interest
groups.
Rachel has a strong interest in
food allergen risk management
and is always interested in trying
new gluten-free and lactose-free
food products and recipes. She
enjoys walking and exploring new
places and loves singing in her local
community gospel choir.
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UPCOMING SOFHT TRAINING EVENTS
7 November 2019
SOFHT Training Academy
MICROBIOLOGY FOR NON-MICROBIOLOGISTS
SOFHT Training Centre, The Long Barn, Hurley, Warks
This popular course provides an essential guide to microbiology
within the food manufacturing environment and how it can impact
on the daily running of a site.
A one day `taster session’ suitable for those requiring basic
microbiological knowledge in order to operate safely in food
manufacturing.
The course will cover an introduction to basic microbiology along
with an overview of how a laboratory tests for microbes. The main
sources of factory-based bacteria will be examined and guidance
will be given on how to minimise those bacterial risks. A profile on
food poisoning and a study of the major bacterial groups completes
the programme.

14 November 2019
SOFHT 40TH ANNUAL LUNCH & AWARDS
The Brewery, 52 Chiswell St, London, EC1Y 4SD
The Society of Food Hygiene and Technology presents television
presenter and journalist Matt Allwright.

POINTING THE FINGER, DISHING THE DIRT
Does naming and shaming still work? Matt Allwright talks about
the difficulty in bringing individuals and organisations to account in
an age of diminishing responsibility.
It sometimes seems as though respect for established institutions
is crumbling. Funding for detection and enforcement has been
slashed. The result of this appears to be that what we call ‘The
Authorities’ perhaps no longer bear the authority they used to, and
tolerance and attention span for being preached at is at an all-time
low. It’s also an age of moral equivalence – where those accused
can easily counter with the failings of the accuser, whether it’s the
BBC, central and local government or the police.
So, in a world where no-one wants to be told what to do, how do we
perform our roles in sharing information and enforcing rules which
can protect people and possibly even save their lives? Matt shares
some thoughts from his own unique perspective and twenty years
of experience of bringing rogues to book.
Matt Allwright is a prime-time television presenter and journalist
with integrity and his own distinctive style. Full of originality and
ideas, he brings something fresh to every project he works on.
His trademark programme is BBC1 hit Rogue Traders, but his
abilities stretch beyond the consumer journalism where he’s made
his name. More recently, he has been making programmes on
the subject of Britain’s housing crisis. He’s also been a mainstay
presenter and reporter on the One Show for over a decade.

Programme:
10:00 Welcome and Coffee
10:45 Introduction by Matt Allwright
11:00 Interview with Felicity Wingrove & Matt Allwright
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11:45 Open Forum
12:00 Networking Reception
13:00 40th Annual Lunch and presentation of the SOFHT Awards
16:30 Close

Booking:
Table of 10 (Members): £2115 / Individual £265 (all + VAT)
Table of 10 (Non-Members): £2400 / Individual £305 (all + VAT)
To book your place(s) contact Su Werran, Operations Director 01827
872500 or email: suwerran@sofht.co.uk

19 November 2019

SOFHT Training Academy

PRACTICAL FOOD LABELLING & LEGISLATION
SOFHT Training Centre, The Long Barn, Hurley, Warks
This one-day course will provide an initial understanding of the
new food labelling requirements outlined within the European Food
Information to Consumers Regulation No 1169/2011 (FIC).

Who should attend?
This is suitable for technical directors, consultants, quality
managers, NPD managers, food technologists, regulatory
compliance officers and specification technologists.
The course gets straight to the heart of the matter and will cover:
food labelling law; penalties for food labelling non-compliance;
mandatory food information, including nutrition (required from
December 2016), compositional standards and an overview of
product claims. These will be illustrated by practical exercises and
labelling examples.

21 Nov and 13 Dec 2019

SOFHT Training Academy

LEVEL 4 FOOD SAFETY CAROUSEL
SOFHT Training Centre, The Long Barn, Hurley, Warks
This food safety training (for both food manufacturers and caterers)
is provided by the Society of Food Hygiene and Technology in a
flexible ‘carousel’ format to enable busy senior managers in the
food industry to secure quality training without having to leave their
business for consecutive days at a time. Unlike other Level 4 food
safety training courses where modules are taken consecutively
often meaning senior staff have to be off-site for up to a week,
modules in SOFHT’s five day food hygiene course will be run one
day a month over five consecutive months (40 guided learning
hours). Managers can simply ‘hop on’ to module one, get back to
work and ‘hop on’ again the next month, saving valuable time and
money for the business.

21 November 2019
Day 4 - Food Safety Management Procedures and Compliance with
Food Safety Legislation

13 December 2019
Day 5 - Revision, discussion and exam
(Day 5 can only be attended by candidates that have received the
minimum of 40 hours directed studies).

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SOFHT COURSES AND CONFERENCES
VISIT WWW.SOFHT.CO.UK OR CALL THE SOFHT OFFICE ON 01827 872500
25 & 26 November 2019

SOFHT Training Academy

28 November 2019

SOFHT Training Academy

LEVEL 3 AWARD IN HACCP FOR FOOD
MANUFACTURERS

TRACEABILITY SYSTEMS

SOFHT Training Centre, The Long Barn, Hurley, Warks

In an ever changing world where consumers expect and demand
that they and the company providing the food knows where it has
come from, traceability is of paramount importance. The view that
one step forward and one step back traceability is sufficient is
dated. It is crucial to be able to conduct mass balance traceability
and fully understand the requirements of the system. Do you know
at a touch of a button just where every raw material or product
including packaging came from and when?

Food businesses are required by law to implement and effectively
maintain a food safety management system based on the principles
of HACCP.
Regulation (EC) No.852/2004 on the Hygiene of Foodstuffs also
requires those responsible for the development and maintenance
of HACCP systems to have received adequate training in the
application of its principles.
This accredited course is delivered on two consecutive days
(Regulated Qualifications Framework) and is aimed at supervisors,
managers, owners and anyone else responsible for HACCP.
Candidates will gain a practical understanding of HACCP based on
industry best practice, current legislation and real-life case studies.
The course materials also include a comprehensive level 3
textbook.

COURSE PRE-REQUISITE:

SOFHT Training Centre, The Long Barn, Hurley, Warks

The course will provide an understanding of the following areas:
EU Legal requirements for traceability; Traceability requirements
– National/ International Standard; The scope of an effective
traceability system; An overview of the types of traceability systems
available; Logical steps to deliver an effective traceability system;
Defining the requirements of mass balance traceability; Ensuring
procurement of effective and relevant supplier information;
Establishing traceability and recall tests; Defining effective recall
systems in the event of an incident.

Who should attend:

course prior to enrolment although this is not essential.

This is suitable for technical directors or managers, consultants,
quality managers, NPD managers, food technologists, regulatory
compliance officers and specification technologists.

COURSE PROGRAMME:

Course content:

We recommend that you have completed a level 3 food safety

DAY 1
•

Introduction to food safety management

•

Common food safety hazards

•

Pre-requisite programmes

•

The legal requirements for HACCP

•

Preparing for the implementation of HACCP

•

Flow diagrams

•

Hazard analysis and control measures

•

Critical control point

•

Critical limits, target levels and tolerances

This course is will provide the background and overview for the EU
Legal requirements for traceability. It will also look at the range of
systems and methods to manage traceability in the industry and
define the scope of an effective traceability system at all elements
of the supply chain. The course will also look at mass balance
traceability and the requirements of the system as well as testing
and challenging of all processes. In addition the course will look at
product recall processes and the link with traceability.

4 December 2019

SOFHT Training Academy

TRAINING TO TRAIN
SOFHT Training Centre, The Long Barn, Hurley, Warks

•

Monitoring

A CPD Affiliated two-day course to assist those wanting to train and
develop the skills needed to put together and present a training
course.

•

Corrective actions

•

•

Verification vs validation

•

•

Documentation and records

•

HACCP review

•

Examination

DAY 2

ASSESSMENT METHOD:
The assessment method for this qualification is a one-hour
examination, consisting of 30 multiple choice questions. To pass,

Day 1 concentrates on the stages of learning and the teacher/
training cycle.
Day 2 delegates are expected to do a 20 minute micro teach
on a subject of their choice. This could be a personal interest/
hobby or work related.

What can students expect to learn?
It is expected that the delegate will understand: Ground rules
and ice breakers; the learning cycle and learning styles; teacher/
training cycle; Lesson plan; Health and Safety requirements; Micro
teach; Peer feedback; and Evaluation

18 or more questions must be answered correctly. A merit will be

How is it assessed?

awarded for 24 or more questions answered correctly.

Delegates are assessed by the delivery of the micro teach session.
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CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION

Building an
Allergen
Safe Culture
T H U R S D AY 2 7 T H F E B R U A R Y 2 0 2 0

|

T H E H O L I D AY I N N , H I G H W Y CO M B E

The management of allergens in food, dairy

Agenda

and beverage processing operations remains a

08:45 – 09:30

Registration, coffee and exhibition

high priority with a renewed focus following the

09:30 – 09:35

Welcome

unfortunate events of the past couple of years and

09:35 – 10:05

Lynne Regent, Anaphylaxis Campaign:
Consumer Aspects of Allergen
Management

10:05 – 10:35

Chun-Hun Chan, Food Standards
Agency: Practical Application of
Labelling Legislation

10:35 – 10:50

Panel & Q&A

10:50 – 11:15

Mid-morning break and exhibition

11:15 – 11:45

Julia Pepler, Food Integrity Consulting:
NPD and Product Planning – An
Allergen Management Perspective

11:45 – 12:15

Richard Fielder, BioCheck UK:
Sampling for Food Allergens
Successfully – A Test Kit
Manufacturers Perspective

12:15 – 12:30

Panel & Q&A

12:30 – 13:30

Lunch and exhibition

13:30 – 14:00

Simon Flanagan, RSSL: Risk
Assessment – what does it really
mean?

14:00 – 14:30

Peter Littleton, Christeyns Food
Hygiene: Change-over Cleaning –
A Practical Approach

14:30 – 14:45

Panel & Q&A

14:45 – 15:00

Chairman’s roundup

the planned extension of labelling regulations for
ingredients to non-prepacked foods to be sold to
the end consumer.
The Society of Food Hygiene & Technology has assembled
a suite of experts in their field to address many of the
practical concerns that are often encountered in food
businesses when implementing allergen control plans.
Each of these presentations has a practical focus with a
view on assisting with implementing effective controls
that enhance consumer safety.

£99 SOFHT/Anaphylaxis
Campaign Member
£145 Non member
£35 SOFHT Student (all plus VAT)
To reserve your place complete this form and either:
Post: The Society of Food Hygiene and Technology,
The Long Barn, Hurley Hall Barns, Nr Atherstone,
Warwickshire CV9 2HT
Email: admin@sofht.co.uk Phone: 01827 872500

Conference supported by

EXHIBITOR SPACE AVAILABLE
please contact SOFHT on 01827 872500
or email admin@sofht.co.uk

SOFHT 40th Annual
Lunch & Awards 2019
Thursday 14th November 2019 • The Brewery, 52 Chiswell St, London EC1Y 4SD

POINTING THE FINGER,
DISHING THE DIRT

Programme

The Society of Food Hygiene and
Technology presents television
presenter and journalist Matt Allwright.

11.00 Interview with Felicity Wingrove
& Matt Allwright

Does naming and shaming still work? Matt Allwright
talks about the difficulty in bringing individuals and
organisations to account in an age of diminishing responsibility.

13.00 40th Annual Lunch and
presentation of the SOFHT Awards

It sometimes seems as though respect for established institutions is crumbling. Funding
for detection and enforcement has been slashed. The result of this appears to be that
what we call ‘The Authorities’ perhaps no longer bear the authority they used to, and
tolerance and attention span for being preached at is at an all time low. It’s also an age
of moral equivalence - where those accused can easily counter with the failings of the
accuser, whether it’s the BBC, central and local government or the police.

10.00 Welcome and Coffee
10.45 Introduction by Matt Allwright

11.45 Open forum
12.00 Networking Reception

16.30 Close

SOFHT

Awards
Hosted by
Matt Allwright

2019

So, in a world where no-one wants to be told what to do, how do we perform our
roles in sharing information and enforcing rules which can protect people and possibly
even save their lives? Matt shares some thoughts from his own unique perspective and
twenty years of experience of bringing rogues to book.
Matt Allwright is a prime-time television presenter and journalist with integrity and his
own distinctive style. Full of originality and ideas, he brings something fresh to every
project he works on.
His trademark programme is BBC1 hit Rogue Traders, but his abilities stretch beyond
the consumer journalism where he’s made his name. More recently, he has been
making programmes on the subject of Britain’s housing crisis. He’s also been a
mainstay presenter and reporter on the One Show for over a decade.

This year’s Annual Lunch
is kindly sponsored by
Pal International
Drinks are kindly
sponsored by Lloyds
Register

We are proud to be supporting
Cystic Fibrosis Care.
Registered charity in England
and Wales No. 1162445

After lunch entertainment by Tenors Unlimited

Booking
Table of 10 (Members)
£2115 / Individual £265 (all + VAT)
Table of 10 (Non-Members)
£2400 / Individual £305 (all + VAT)
To book a place contact Su Werran,
Operations Director 01827 872500
or email: suwerran@sofht.co.uk

Administration Details: All bookings will be acknowledged and tickets will be sent on receipt of payment. Cancellations/returns must be
notified prior to 14th October 2019 by letter, fax or email and will be subject to an administration charge of £30 + vat per person. Payments
can be made by BACS or credit card. There will be a £1 administration charge for payments via cheque. The organisers reserve the right
to modify the sessions without prior notice. Data Protection - The personal information provided by you, will be held on a database. The
Society sends out promotional material about its activities. Please inform the Society’s office if you do not wish to receive this information.
©The Society of Food Hygiene and Technology

